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**Correction Number**

CP-2312

**Log Summary:** Address late-breaking change to BCP-195

**Name of Standard**

PS3.15

**Rationale for Correction:**

Early implementers (notably Marco Eichelberg) pointed out that BCP-195 now also refers to RFC 9325, which obsoletes RFC 7525. RFC 9325 addresses certain vulnerabilities discovered in the use of RFC 7525. BCP-195 with RFC 9325 was issued during the ballot cycle for the new profiles. Since not many have implemented the new profiles, we felt it important to correct it early on.

Note that this means ALPN will be required. That change to BCP-195 took place while we balloting the supplement. (The one implementer who tried to implement at that time was unable to incorporate ALPN. Now that we have an IANA number for DICOM, they have implemented ALPN.)

**Correction Wording:**

*Remove the reference to 7525 in section 2 Normative References and add a reference to 9325*

- [RFC 6763](http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6763) IETF. February 2013. DNS-Based Service Discovery.

*Swap the reference to 7525 with 9325 in Annex B12*
B.12 BCP 195 RFC 8996, 9325 TLS SECURE TRANSPORT CONNECTION PROFILE

An implementation that supports the BCP 195 RFC 8996, 9325 TLS Secure Transport Connection Profile shall utilize the framework and negotiation mechanism specified by the Transport Layer Security protocol. It shall comply with [BCP 195] which includes [RFC 8996], and [RFC 9325 7525] as modified by [RFC 8996]. In the context of this profile, “client” refers to the entity initiating the TLS connection and “server” refers to the entity that is responding to that TLS connection initiation request. This may differ from the role that the entity might play in any DICOM transactions over the TLS connection.

Swap the reference to 7525 with 9325 in Annex B13

B.13 MODIFIED BCP 195 RFC 8996, 9325 TLS SECURE TRANSPORT CONNECTION PROFILE

An implementation that supports the Modified BCP 195 RFC 8996, 9325 TLS Secure Transport Connection Profile shall utilize the framework and negotiation mechanism specified by the Transport Layer Security protocol. It shall comply with [BCP 195] which includes [RFC 8996], and [RFC 9325 7525] as modified by [RFC 8996] with the additional restrictions enumerated below. In the context of this profile, “client” refers to the entity initiating the TLS connection and “server” refers to the entity that is responding to that TLS connection initiation request. This may differ from the role that the entity might play in any DICOM transactions over the TLS connection.